
Hyundai Mower 

Starting & Using the Blue Hyundai Mower 
 

Please DON’T use any other club mower without first talking to John Sidsaff 

If the mower breaks or you have a problem, please contact John Sidsaff on 07962 624983. 

Alternatively: Andy Smith 07492 487270 or Andrew Holdgate 07701 071477  

 

To avoid flattening the battery please ensure that the key is 

removed whenever the engine isn’t running. 

 

Fuel - The mower uses Unleaded Petrol only. There should be plenty 

of fuel in the green cans stored inside the shed. In the unlikely event 

that they are empty please re-fill them (the Jet Petrol Station in 

lower Kilburn is nearest) and obtain a receipt. Contact Dave Newton 

and he will re-reimburse you. 

Engine Oil – This is checked regularly by John Sidsaff so there is no 

need for you to do anything. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Depth of Cut – To avoid damage to the blade please Ensure that 

the depth of cut leaver is in the back position (as shown below) 

when moving the mower between shed and patch. Move the 

leaver to the front (or next to front) slot when mowing. 

 

 

 



Hyundai Mower 

Starting the Mower 

Push the red throttle/choke leaver fully forward and squeeze in the Dead Man’s Handle as 

shown in the picture below. Insert the key and turn clockwise two clicks (same as a car).  

Once the engine is running pull the throttle back about 30 degrees to disengage the choke.  

 

To stop the engine let go of the Dead Man’s Handle and don’t forget to remove the key or 

you will flatten the battery. 

 

Caution: Whenever the engine is running the cutting blade is spinning.  

Ensure that the engine has stopped before clearing grass from the mower. 

 

 

 

 

 

And finally…. 

Please clean the underside of the mower after use. 

Thank you. 

Dead Man’s Handle (DMH) – Engine will NOT start or 

run unless the lever is held in this position. 

Drive Lever - Depress 

to engage forward 

drive. 

Throttle & Choke  – In “Start” 

position. Once started pull 

back about 30 degrees. 

Pull Start (only required if the 

battery is flat) Note: Ignition 

key must be one click 

clockwise and DMH held in 

before pull starting. 

Gear Lever – Leave in the 

central position (As shown). 


